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Compared to the SIR approach, the NTDLL hijacking approach results in higher risk. It is exposed in all contexts, and unlike the SIR approach it does not require a call to a function other than Sleep. In addition to that, the
attacker can just as easily inject shellcode into a function that has already been called. Because of that, the NTDLL hijacking approach usually requires an initial compromise of the target system. After a successful spear

phishing attack, which can be as simple as an email that persuades the user to download a file, the malware could be either a part of the download, or could be downloaded and launched via a malicious URL or a file
attachment. Without any prep work, the malware could just print its shellcode into a process. After all, code execution is trivial, and all that’s needed to start process execution is a call to VirtualAlloc, a

WriteProcessMemory, and a VirtualProtect. The challenge for the malware is what to do after it’s started up. The authors take advantage of the fact that the executable being injected is DLL, so its easily extensible. The
code starts by self-injecting itself into other modules in the process. The malware then uses the LoadLibrary API, which maps library functions into the process’s address space. It then uses ReadProcessMemory to read

the code from the DLL into the address space of the main function. The main function is a required library function, so this is easy and can be done all by itself. The malware then writes a new main function that calls the
injected code, and which also calls the new Sleep function that prints the shellcode. Since this is done before the actual real Sleep function is executed in the main function, it can be stopped in its tracks by the security

check routines of NTDLL.dll. After the injection was completed, the malware then jumps back to the injected code and resumes execution.
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The shadow registers are the main targets of nop sleds. Generally, the register-to-register mappings are simple and straightforward. For example, the mappings for ESP and EBP are 0x09 and 0x04, respectively. However,
this is not the case for shadow register. The mapping for this register is 0x8E and 0x0C, respectively. Notice that there is no NOP sled before the mappings. This means that the “previous” value of this shadow register is

not zero. Instead, the shadow of ESP is pushed onto the stack. In other words, the value of this shadow register is loaded into ESP. The changes to the mappings does not change how the shadow of ESP is used, but
instead how ESP is used. The basic structure of ARM assembly is to read and write to memory directly. There are no intermediate steps, similar to an instruction pipeline, so you have to account for bad or nonexistent

memory. The main advantage of writing to registers as opposed to memory is the speed. Registers take several nanoseconds to write while memory can be tens of milliseconds. A major disadvantage of registers is that
they only give you a short window of time to do what you want. When the processor needs to execute a new instruction, it gets loaded into the instruction and execution pipeline, and overwrites the registers. This is the

main reason assembly is the language of choice for low-level programming. There are two main types of instructions that write to the registers: Set (`s`) and Move (`m`) instructions. Set instructions indicate that the
value of the register should be used. The example in figure 3 is a Set instruction and the `[esp+12]` syntax indicates that the value in the register ESP at location 12 should be written to this memory location. 5ec8ef588b
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